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tional re?ex distance information of each cell With the
directional re?ex distance information from the present
position of a detected robot.
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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR RECOGNIZING
SELF-POSITION IN ROBOT SYSTEM
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001]

The present invention relates to an apparatus and

[0007]

In accordance With an aspect of the present inven

tion, there is provided a method for recogniZing self-position
in a robot system, the method comprising the steps of
forming a virtual map consisting of a plurality of cells;
outputting a designated signal to each direction obtained by

method for recognizing self-position in a robot system; and,
particularly to an apparatus and method for recognizing
self-position employing a virtual map divided into direc

equally dividing 360° as designated, and detecting a point
Where the outputted signal reaches a designated object by
using the signal re?ected and inputted; detecting distance to

tional re?ex distance data and cell unit, and a computer
readable recording medium for recording a program con

from the previous step, and saving the distance in each cell;

the object from each direction based on the detected point

taining the method of the invention.

detecting directional re?ex distance information at the

[0002]

present position of the robot; and recogniZing the present
position of the robot by comparing the directional re?ex

In addition, the present invention is related to

self-position recognition technique that has been applied to
cleaning robots and robots With arti?cial intelligence, in
Which the robots can con?rm their positions, based on the
inputted data on the construction of a building or a house,
using a re?ex distance detector that detects 360° directional
re?ex distance and a highly accurate digital compass.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART

distance information saved in each cell and the directional
re?ex distance information at the present position of the
robot.

[0008] In accordance With another aspect of the present
invention, there is provided a computer-readable recording
medium storing instructions for executing a method for
recogniZing self-position in a robot system, the method

method, there has been a problematic case such that a highly

comprising the steps of: a) forming a virtual map consisting
of a plurality of cells; b) outputting a designated signal to
each direction obtained by equally dividing 360° as desig
nated, and detecting a point Where the outputted signal
reaches a designated object by using the signal re?ected and
inputted; c) detecting distance to the object from each

expensive apparatus is needed or self-position recognition

direction based on the detected point from the previous step,

[0003] In a conventional method for recogniZing self
position in the robot system, there has been employed a
camera in order to con?rm self-position by recogniZing a
particular object or a position transmitting marker in order to

recogniZe self-position. HoWever, in the conventional
per se is not accurate. Especially, the conventional method

and saving the distance in each cell; d) detecting directional

requires a great deal of calculation for position recognition

re?ex distance information at the present position of the

and there are often errors in the position recognition.

robot; and e) recogniZing the present position of the robot by
comparing the directional re?ex distance information saved

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004]

It is, therefore, an object of the present invention to

provide an apparatus and method for more accurately and
e?iciently recogniZing a present self-position in a robot

system by comparing directional re?ex distance information
of every direction a digital compass indicates While rotating
a laser distance detector Which is served to detect laser re?ex
distance to 360° direction With directional re?ex distance
information from substitute cell positions on a pre-deter

mined virtual map regarding a building structure.

[0005] Another object of the present invention is to pro
vide a computer-readable recording medium that records a
program for executing the method described above.

[0006] In order to achieve the above-described objects,
there is provided an apparatus for recogniZing self-position

in each cell and the directional re?ex distance information at

the present position of the robot.
[0009] According to the embodiment of the present inven
tion, a self-position recogniZing method in a robot system, a
robot unit ?rst forms a tWo-dimensional virtual map based
on the analysis on the construction of a house or a building.

The robot unit then divides the region on the virtual map into
a minimum number of cells, and ?qures out directional laser
re?ex distance information on each direction obtained from

equally dividing 360° by designated values around each cell
(i.e., 16 directions if 360° is divided by 225°, 32 directions
if 360° divided by 11.25°). This information on the position
of each cell on the virtual map is later used for position
information cell to help a robot to recogniZe self-position

While shifting.

in a robot system, the apparatus includes re?ex distance

detecting unit for outputting a designated signal to each
direction obtained by equally dividing 360° as designated,
detecting a point Where the outputted signal reaches a

[0010] In order for a robot to recogniZe his self-position or
utiliZe the information on the self-position, he seeks for

designated object by using the signal re?ected and inputted,

distance he shifted from the present cell, and selecting a
closest cell after comparing each directional laser re?ex
distance information of the present position With that of
other substitute cells aforementioned.

and based on the detection result, detecting the distance to

the object in each direction; direction detecting unit for
providing information of absolute direction; and controlling
unit for controlling general operation of the re?ex distance
detecting unit and the direction detecting unit, dividing the

other expected substitute cells by using direction and actual

[0011] The recognition of self-position according to the

region on a virtual map into a cell unit to generate directional

present invention is very accurate and efficient since it uses

re?ex distance information per cell, and recogniZing the

present position by comparing the directional re?ex distance

absolute directional re?ex information. Especially, cell-di
vided region indicating method related to position informa

information of each cell With the directional re?ex distance
information from the present position of a detected robot.

Without an operator.

tion is very advantages and convenient for a cleaning robot
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012] Other objects and aspects of the invention Will
become apparent from the following description of the
embodiments With reference to the accompanying drawings,
in Which:
[0013]

FIG. 1 is a schematic vieW shoWing a construction

of an apparatus for recogniZing self-position in robot system
according to a preferred embodiment of the present inven

such that a CCD sensor converts luminosity of foreign light
to an electric signal and the converted signal, after A/D
conversion, is transmitted to a pattern Waveform detector
106. The image receiver 105 is the same With a currently
used an image scan circuit of gray level. In addition, the
image receiver 105 outputs as much data as the pixel number
of CCD device at once through the pattern Waveform

detector 106, and at that time, sampling speed (Nyquist
sampling) is tWice faster than the signal Waveform fre

tion;

quency (1/Tf) generated by the signal pattern Waveform

[0014] FIG. 2 is an explanatory graph shoWing a principle
of detection of laser re?ection distance;

generator 103 in order to calculate a frequency of a receiving
Waveform based on the sampling values per pixel data of the
transmitted image. That is, on the basis of an optional value,
if the period of the received Waveform is greater than the

[0015]

FIG. 3 is a ?oW chart illustrating a procedure of

recogniZing self-position in robot system according to the
preferred embodiment of the present invention; and
[0016] FIG. 4 illustrates a possible virtual map using
construction analysis of a robot on an initial building.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0017] A preferred embodiment of the present invention
Will noW be described With reference to the accompanying
Chemical Formulas. The matters de?ned in the description
are nothing but the ones provided to assist in a comprehen

sive understanding of the invention. Also, Well-known func
tions or constructions are not described in detail since they
Would obscure the invention in unnecessary detail.

[0018]

FIG. 1 shoWs a construction of an apparatus for

recogniZing self-position in robot system according to a
preferred embodiment of the present invention.
[0019]

In FIG. 1, a robot system With an apparatus for

recogniZing self-position is comprised of a 360° rotating
laser re?ex distance detector 100 that outputs a laser signal

to each direction obtained from dividing 360° by designated
value and detecting the distance betWeen an object and a

optional value, ‘1’ is taken, and if smaller, then ‘0’ is taken.
Thus, if the changing rate appears to be periodical in a
regular interval, the Waveform is regarded as a periodical
and the period is checked to see if it is Tf. Although it is true
that faster sampling speed results more accurate period, in
order to ?nd out Whether a Waveform has a period Tf, the

sampling speed should preferably be 2-4 times faster than
the frequency (1/Tf). The pattern Waveform detector 106
examines Whether the period of a data value that changes in

each pixel at line image data inputted every sampling speed
described above has the period of laser output Waveform,
i.e., Tf, and detects a corresponding pixel as a laser point.
[0022] A distance detector 107 detects the distance
betWeen an object and a robot by using a pixel position
indicating a laser point on a line image. The mechanism of
the distance detector 107 Will be explained With reference to
a graph shoWing a principle of detection of laser re?ection

distance (See FIG. 2).
[0023]

A direction detector 102 can be a digital compass
and provides information about absolute direction that is

obtained from equally dividing 360° by a designated value
through the controller 101.

laser point Where the laser signal reaches the object by using
the inputted line image data from the laser signal re?ection,

[0024] Adirection rotating acutator 108, depending on the
absolute direction information, rotates the laser output

and consequently outputs laser re?ex distance information

device 104 and the image receiver 105 to each direction as
described above.

according to each direction; a controller 101 that controls

general operation of the self-position recogniZing apparatus,
divides a region of a virtual map into cell unit, saves the

directional laser re?ex distance information according to

each cell, selects expected substitute cells by using direction
and the distance a robot actually shifted from a previous
position in a cell, and extracts a closest cell at the result of

comparing directional laser re?ex distance information at
the present position With directional laser re?ex distance
information of the expected substitute cell in order to use for
the present position information of himself; and, a direction
detector 102 that provides absolute direction information.

[0020] The 360° rotating laser re?ex distance detector 100
includes a signal pattern Waveform generator 103, Which,
under the control of the controller 101, generates signal
Waveform of a corresponding pattern for operating square

[0025] As mentioned before, FIG. 2 is an explanatory
graph shoWing a principle of detection of laser re?ection
distance. More details are explained With reference to FIG.
1.

[0026] As shoWn in FIG. 2, the angle betWeen line CCD
receiving direction of the laser output device 104 and that of
the image receiver 105, respectively, is 0t, and the distance
betWeen the laser output device 104 and the line CCD is d.
Laser point P is Where a laser signal from the laser output
device 104 reaches an object. As explained in FIG. 1, the

pattern Waveform detector 106 provides the laser point P.
The line image for Which CCD input is possible ranges an
angle of 2a. Within this range, let’s suppose that the number

of line image for CCD input is tWice larger Pixel_L, the
distance from the laser output device 104 to the laser point

Waves of the designated period Tf as a laser signal for a short

P is L, and CCD central line and the laser point P are at an

period of time. A laser output device 104, according to the
signal Waveform, takes a laser signal output on-off. The
outputted laser signal turns to an image after being re?ected
by the object, and then is inputted to an image receiver 105.

angle of 0, Wherein 0 can be calculated by using Pixel_P, an
indication of laser point P position from the received line

[0021]

Image receiver 105 comprises a lens, a line charge

couple device (CCD) and A/C (Analog/Digital) converter

image.
[0027] The folloWing equation (1) explains hoW to calcu
late the angle (0) betWeen CCD central line and a laser point
P:
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tan (6)=(PixelP+PixcelL) tan (y)

(1)

[0028] wherein, 0 is the angle between a central line of
line CCD and a laser point P, and y is image range 2y for line
CCD input. The Pixcel_L corresponds to the number of

image pixel, 2+Pixel_L, for Which the line CCD input is
possible. The Pixcel_P indicates a pixel position shoWing
the position of a laser point P on a received line image.

[0029] HoWever, since [3=ot—[3, and d=L><tan([3) in the
<Mathematical Equation 1>, the distance, L, from the laser
output device 104 to the laser point P can be calculated

through equation (2) as folloWs:
[0030] Wherein, L is the distance betWeen a laser output
device 104 to a laser point P, d is the distance betWeen the
laser output device 104 and line CCD, and [3 is an angle
betWeen the laser output device 104 and the line CCD
toWards the direction of the laser point P.

[0031] According to the present invention, to ?nd substi
tute cells corresponding to actual positions a robot shifted
more quickly, shift direction and distance of the robot are
calculated Within a corresponding range, for example, Within

a range of distance component cumulative value (DX, Dy)
and the expected substitute cells corresponding to a present
position are selected.
[0032]

FIG. 3 is a ?oW chart illustrating a procedure of

recogniZing self-position in robot system according to the
preferred embodiment of the present invention. More details
are explained With reference to FIGS. 1 and 2.
[0033]

A controller 101 forms a virtual map based on

construction analysis of a robot accomplished by Walking
around a house or a building initially to analyZe construction
therein, and saves it into a memory 109. At this time, the
controller 101 divides the region on the virtual map into a
minimum number of cell units. In addition, the controller
101 controls a direction detector 102 and a rotating re?ex

distance detector 100, respectively, and saves directional
laser re?ex distance information according to each cell into
a memory 109 at step 310. The controller 101, for self
position recognition, sets up an initial position cell of a robot
and initial X, Y coordinates. Also, the controller 101 initial
iZes a distance component cumulative value according to
shift distance and direction of the robot (i.e., DX: X-coordi

nate distance component cumulative value=0, Dy: Y-coor
dinate distance component cumulative value=0) at step 320.

substitute cells around the previous cell, Which are corre
sponding to the present position on condition that the
substitute cells are easily expected Within a range of a

distance component cumulative values (DX, Dy) according to
shift distance and direction of a robot at step 360.

[0034] According to a method for selecting substitute cells
of the embodiment of the present invention, a directional
distance having the most similar directional laser re?ex
value is selected from a higher rank, and any cell having the
least distance difference from a selected distance value gets
?rst selected. The selecting number of a directional distance

value from a highest rank, for example, if the directional
distance value exists for 32 directions, only one of the
closest directional distance value to optional 16 directions is
selected. The above-described method is to adapt surround
ings to changes dependent on position changes of a person
or other surroundings.

[0035] The controller 110 inputs a value of distance
betWeen an object and a robot provided by a distance

detector 107 and absolute direction information provided by
a direction detector 102, and detects a directional laser re?ex

distance value at a present position at step 370. Then, the
controller selects a cell among other substitute cells
described above, Which has the closest distance value to a
directional laser re?ex distance information at a present
position, and designates the cell as a neW present position
cell at step 380. Further, the controller 101, based on the
absolute direction information from the direction detector
102, establishes a present X, Y coordinates and initialiZes

distance component values (DX, Dy) according to shift
distance and direction of a robot, and then performs con

trolling operation from the step 330 at step 390.
[0036]

FIG. 4 illustrates a possible virtual map using

construction analysis of a robot on an initial building.

[0037] In the Figure, the distance betWeen directional
objects in a cell region that is divided by a designated cell
length is shoWn. Here, directional distance information of
cells on 8 directions is illustrated.

[0038] The present invention employs laser to obtain
directional re?ex distance information of cells. HoWever,
any re?exive signal, e.g., supersonic Waves, can be used
also. In fact, When laser is used, despite the fact that
supersonic Waves are directional, it is often dif?cult to obtain
an accurate distance according to a directional angle because
of spreading nature of sonic Waves. In addition, since a kind

Every time the robot shifts for a certain interval, the con
troller 101, based on direction information provided by a

of a square Waveform With deviated pulse Width is operated

shift distance detection encoder 110 and a shift distance
information direction detector 102, calculates a shift dis

of laser output, the entire energy of light is greatly reduced

tance and direction components of the robot, (TX, Ty) at step
330. The controller 110 calculates cumulative distance com
ponents from a previous position to a neW present position,

(DX=DX+TX, Dy=DX=Ty) at step 340. Further, the controller
110 examines Whether the cumulative shift distance com

ponents exceed the length L of a cell (|DX|>L or (|Dy|>L?) at
step 350. This is to check Whether the shift of the robot goes
off the previous cell range on the basis of a ?xed critical
value. If the cumulative shift distance component does not

exceed the length L of a cell, the controller 110 repeats the

controlling operation starting from the step of 330. On the
other hand, if the cumulative shift distance component is
greater than the length L of a cell, the controller 110 selects

as a laser signal for a very short period of time at the time

and thus, it is not harmful for the sight of a person at all.

[0039] In conclusion, the present invention provides an
accurate and ef?cient method for recogniZing self-position
in a robot system by using absolute directional re?ex infor
mation, and it is very useful for a cleaning robot Without an

operator by applying cell region indicating method regard
ing position information to an area the robot cleaned.

[0040] Although the preferred embodiments of the inven
tion have been disclosed for illustrative purposes, those
skilled in the art Will appreciate that various modi?cations,
additions and substitutions are possible, Without departing
from the scope and spirit of the invention as disclosed in the

accompanying claims.
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What is claimed is:
1. An apparatus for recognizing self-position in a robot

system, comprising:
re?ex distance detecting means for outputting a desig

nated signal to each direction obtained by equally
dividing 360° as designated, detecting a point Where
the outputted signal reaches a designated object by
using the signal re?ected and inputted, and based on the
detection result, detecting the distance to the object in
each direction;
direction detecting means for providing information of

absolute direction;
saving means for saving information about a cell-unit
virtual map and directional re?ex distance information

of each cell; and

controlling means for controlling general operation of the
re?ex distance detecting means and the direction

detecting means, generating directional re?ex distance
information per cell and saving the information into the

saving means, and recogniZing the present position by
comparing the directional re?ex distance information
of each cell With the directional re?ex distance infor
mation from the present position of a detected robot.
2. The apparatus as recited in claim 1, further comprising
shift distance detecting means for providing information on

shift distance of the robot, thereby enabling the controller to
calculate shift direction and distance of the robot by using
the absolute direction information and the distance informa

tion the robot shifted, and comparing directional re?ex
distance information of substitute cells that are expected
Within the range calculated With that of a robot at the present

position detected.
3. A method for recogniZing self-position in a robot

system, comprising the steps of:
a) forming a virtual map consisting of a plurality of cells;
b) outputting a designated signal to each direction
obtained by equally dividing 360° as designated, and
detecting a point Where the outputted signal reaches a

designated object by using the signal re?ected and

inputted;
c) detecting distance to the object from each direction
based on the detected point from the previous step, and
saving the distance in each cell;
d) detecting directional re?ex distance information at the
present position of the robot; and

e) recogniZing the present position of the robot by com
paring the directional re?ex distance information saved
in each cell and the directional re?ex distance infor
mation at the present position of the robot.

4. The method as recited in claim 3, Wherein said step e)

recogniZing includes the steps of:

e1) calculating shift direction and distance by using
information on shift distance and absolute direction of

the robot;
e2) selecting substitute cells Within a range calculated
from the calculating step among other directional re?ex
distance information saved according to each cell; and

e3) recogniZing a present self-position of a robot by
comparing the directional re?ex distance information
corresponding to selected substitute cells in the select
ing step With directional re?ex distance information at
the present position of the robot detected in the detect

ing step.
5. Acomputer-readable recording medium storing instruc
tions for executing a method for recogniZing self-position in
a robot system, the method comprising the steps of:

a) forming a virtual map consisting of a plurality of cells;
b) outputting a designated signal to each direction
obtained by equally dividing 360° as designated, and
detecting a point Where the outputted signal reaches a

designated object by using the signal re?ected and

inputted;
c) detecting distance to the object from each direction
based on the detected point from the previous step, and
saving the distance in each cell;
d) detecting directional re?ex distance information at the
present position of the robot; and

e) recogniZing the present position of the robot by com
paring the directional re?ex distance information saved
in each cell and the directional re?ex distance infor
mation at the present position of the robot.
6. The recording medium as recited in claim 5, Wherein

said step e) recogniZing includes the steps of:
e1) calculating shift direction and distance by using
information on shift distance and absolute direction of

the robot;
e2) selecting substitute cells Within a range calculated
from the calculating step among other directional re?ex
distance information saved according to each cell; and

e3) recogniZing a present self-position of a robot by
comparing the directional re?ex distance information
corresponding to selected substitute cells in the select
ing step With directional re?ex distance information at
the present position of the robot detected in the detect

ing step.

